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We associate to any contraction T (and, more generally, to any operator T of
class C\) in a von Neumann algebra M an operator kernel K:(T ) ( |:|<1) which
allows us to define various kinds of functional calculis for T. When M is finite, we
use this kernel to give a short proof of the FugledeKadison theorem on the loca-
tion of the trace and to prove that a contraction T in M is unitary if and only if
its spectrum is contained in the unit circle. By using a perturbation of the kernel
K:(T ) we give, for any operator T of class C\ acting on a separable Hilbert space
H, a short proof of the power inequality for the numerical range and an accurate
conjugacy (to a contraction) result for T. We also get a generalized von Neumann
inequality which gives a good control of & f (rT*)x+g(rT )x& (0r<1) for x # H
and f, g in the disc algebra. Finally, we associate to any C1 contraction in a Hilbert
space an asymptotic kernel which allows us to describe new kinds of invariant sub-
spaces for T, from the positive solutions X of the operator equation T*XT=X. In
particular, we recover some results of Beauzamy based on the notion of invariant
subspace of ``functional type.''  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
0. Preliminaries
0.1. Introduction.
The starting point of this paper is a question raised by P. de la Harpe,
Robertson, and Valette: ``Can one hear the shape of a cyclic group among
all discrete finitely generated groups?'', which easily reduces to know
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that a contraction T in a finite von Neumann algebra, whose spectrum is
contained in the unit circle, is in fact unitary (cf. [Har.-Rob.-Val.]). We
give here (Theorem 1) a positive answer, based on the use of an operator
kernel
K:(T )=(I&: T )&1+(I&:T*)&1&I (0|:|<1)
introduced by the first named author (cf. [Cas. 3]) as a byproduct of
general results on the dual algebra generated by a K-spectral operator. It
is a noteworthy fact that the kernel K:(T ) provides a very short proof of
the FugledeKadison theorem on the location of the trace.
By using a perturbation of the Cassier's kernel K:(T ), we get for any
operator T of class C\ an universal bound on &A& } &A&1&, where A is an
operator such that ATA&1 is a contraction. Moreover, we show that A can
be choosen in the von Neumann algebra generated by T. We get also a
generalized von Neumann inequality for operators of class C\ , which
reduces for contractions to
&f (rT*)x+g(rT )x&2|
2?
0
| f (e&it)+g(eit)| 2 (Kre i t(T)x | x)
dt
2?
( f, g are in the disc algebra, and x # H.) Note that this inequality is spatial
and involves both T and T*. We give also a very short proof of the power
inequality for the numerical range, based on the used of K:(T ).
Finally, we associate to any positive solution X of the operator equation
T*XT=X (1)
(T is assumed to be a C1 } -contraction) an asymptotic kernel
K: (T, X)=X(I&: T )
&1+(I&:T*)&1 X&X (0|:|<1),
which reflects the asymptotics of K:(T ), and allows us to get an asymptotic
von Neumann inequality
& f (rT*) Xx+Xg(rT )x&2
&X& |
2?
0
| f (e&it)+g(eit)| 2 (K rei t (T, X)x | x)
dt
2?
( f, g are the disc algebra, and x # H.) We use this asymptotic kernel to get
a symbol map which describes the solutions of (1). We also use it to prove
that any non zero positive solution X of (1), whose pure point spectrum is
non empty, determines a non trivial invariant subspace for T. We recover
this way the invariant subspaces ``of functional type'' considered by
B. Beauzamy, but also new kinds of invariant subspaces.
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0.2. Content of the paper.
0. Preliminaries. 0.1. Introduction. 0.2. Content of the paper. 0.3. Notations.
I. Structure of contractions in von Neumann algebras. I.1. The kernel Kr, t(T ). I.2. Applica-
tion to the FugledeKadison theorem. I.3. Functional calculus ``under the trace'' for
elements with spectrum contained in the closed unit disc. I.4. Contractions in finite von
Neumann algebras with spectrum contained in S1.
II. On the conjugacy of operators of class C\ to contractions. II.1. Perturbed kernels for
operators of class C\ . II.2. Application to the power inequality for the numerical range.
II.3. The generalized von Neumann inequality. II.4. Operators of class C\(\>1) are con-
jugate to contractions.
III. The asymptotic functional calculus and its applications. III.1. The operator ST and the
cone C+(T ). III.2. The kernel K r, t(X). III.3. On the operator equation T*XT=X.
III.4. The cone C+(T ) and the invariant subspace problem for T.
0.3. Notations
0.3.1. Operator Theory. We shall use the standard terminology of
operator theory, as in [Beau. 1]. In particular, we shall denote by H a
Hilbert space (most of the time separable) and by B(H) the algebra of all
bounded linear operators on H. An element T # B(H) such that &T&1
will be called a contraction. For any T # B(H), we shall denote by _(T) the
spectrum of T, and by W(T ) its numerical range
W(T )=[(Tx | x) | &x&=1].
We shall also consider the weak spectrum _*(T) of T, defined by
_*(T )=[: # C | the ultraweakly closed ideal generated by
T&:I is proper in AT],
where AT is the dual algebra generated by T.
For more details on this notion, we refer to [Cas. 2].
0.3.2. Von Neumann Algebras. Recall that a von Neumann algebra act-
ing on a Hilbert space H is by definition an ultraweakly closed *-sub-
algebra of B(H). Such a von Neumann algebra M is finite if I is the only
projection in M which is equivalent to the identity. If H is separable, the
finiteness of M is equivalent to the existence of a faithful normal finite trace
on M. For more details on von Neumann algebras, we refer to [Dix.].
0.3.3. Spaces of Analytic Functions. As usually, we shall denote by
D=[z # C | |z|<1] the open unit disc, by D =[z # C | |z|1] its closure,
and by S1=[eit | t # Z2?] its boundary. The Haar measure dt2? on S1
will be denoted by m. For any f # L(S1, m), we shall denote by & f& the
m-essential sup norm of f. As usually, we shall denote by A(D) the disc
algebra of all complex valued functions which are analytic inside the unit
299CONTRACTIONS IN VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS
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disc and continuous on the closed disc D . For any holomorphic function
u in D, set
&u&p= sup
0r<1 \|
2?
0
|u(reit)| p
dt
2?+
1p
if 1p<+ and &u&=sup
z # D
|u(z)|.
We recall that Hp(D) is the space of all analytic functions u in D satisfying
&u&p<+. Finally, let us denote by Hp(S1) the space of all (equivalence
classes of) functions f in Lp(S1, m) whose Fourier coefficients
cn( f )=|
2?
0
e&intf (eit)
dt
2?
are 0 for n<0. It is well known that Hp(S1) is the space of all functions
f that are almost everywhere the boundary value of some holomorphic
function u in Hp(D) (and such a boundary limit exists for any u in H p(D)).
For more details on these questions, we refer to [Du.], [Gar.], [Hof.] and
[Rud.].
I. Structure of Contractions in Finite von Neumann Algebras
The main result of this section is the following theorem, which answers
positively a question raised by Pierre de la Harpe, A. Guyan Robertson
and Alain Valette: ``can one hear the shape of a cyclic group among all dis-
crete finitely generated groups?'' (cf. [Har.-Rob.-Val.] for more details):
Theorem 1. Let T be an element in a finite von Neumann algebra M act-
ing on a Hilbert space H.
(i) T is unitary if and only if T is a contraction with spectrum con-
tained in S1;
(ii) If M is a type II1 factor and if the spectrum _(T ) of T is contained
in S1, then T is a finite product of (less than eight) multiplicative com-
mutators.
We first proved Theorem 1 when S1&_(T ){<, by using an operator
kernel Kr, t(T ) introduced by the first named author (cf. [Cas. 3]). A com-
plete proof based on a result of Brown (cf. [Bro.]) was then obtained by
Pierre de la Harpe, A. Guyan Robertson and Alain Valette in June 1992,
during the Orle ans Meeting on Operator Algebras (cf. [Har.-Rob.-Val.]).
Our proof is different and more direct. It uses the kernel Kr, t(T) in a cru-
cial way (cf. [Cas.-Fa.]), and allows to prove the following complement
(cf. 9II):
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Theorem 2. Let T be an element in a finite von Neumann algebra M
acting on a Hilbert space H. Assume that the numerical range of T is con-
tained in the closed unit disc. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) There exists a positive invertible element A in M such that A&1TA
is unitary.
(ii) The spectrum _(T ) of T is contained in S1. Moreover, if (ii) is
satisfied, we may choose A in such a way that
&A& } &A&1&3.
The kernel Kr, t(T ) also provides a direct proof of the FugledeKadison
theorem on the location of the trace (see section I.2).
We again thank Pierre de la Harpe, A. Guyan Robertson, and Alain
Valette for interesting exchanges on this subject.
I.1. The Kernel Kr, t(T ) (cf. [Cas. 3])
I.1.1. Definition of the kernel Kr, t(T ). Let A be a C*-algebra with
unit, and T # A be an element whose spectrum _(T) is contained in the
closed unit disc. For any r with 0r<1 and t # R2?Z, set
Kr, t(T )=(I&re&itT)&1+(I&reitT*)&1&I.
Note that I&re&itT and I&reitT* are invertible elements in A, because
the spectrum of rT is contained in the closed unit disc of radius r<1.
This kernel Kr, t(T ) was introduced by the first named author (cf. [Cas.
3]) as a byproduct of general results on the dual algebra generated by a
bounded K-spectral operator T. We shall call Kr, t(T) the Cassier's kernel
associated with T, to emphasize its difference with the classical Poisson's
kernel (see the remark at the end of I.1.3). An expansional formula for
Kr, t(T) already appears in Riesz and Nagy (cf. [Rie.-Na.], page 467),
where the kernel was used to prove that the map 8 defined on the integers
by
8(n)=T n if n0 and 8(n)=T*&n if n0
is of positive type when T is a contraction. The kernel Kr, t(T ) also appears
in [Vasi.], but on the restriction that the spectrum of T is contained in the
open unit disc D (so that the boundary behavior of the kernel when r  1&
is trivial). In fact, the idea of using systematically Kr, t(T ) to study the con-
tractions in a Hilbert space (e.g. to get a direct proof a the von Neumann
inequality) goes back to [Cas. 3]. We shall see (cf. 9II) that the kernel
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Kr, t(T) can be perturbed to study operators in the C\ classes. For any
z=reit # D, we shall set in the sequel
Kz(T )=Kr, t(T ).
I.1.2. First Properties of the Cassier's Kernel. Let again T be an
element in a C*-algebra A with unit, and assume that _(T) is contained in
the closed unit disc. It is clear from the definition that Kr, t(T) is a con-
tinuous function of t satisfying
|
2?
0
Kr, t(T)
dt
2?
=I (normalization property). (1)
From the Cauchy's formula, we get
f (rT )=|
2?
0
f (eit) Kr, t(T )
dt
2?
(2)
for any function f in A(D) and 0r<1. Note also that we have, for any
t # R2?Z,
Kr, t(T*)=Kr, &t(T ) (symmetry). (3)
Finally, we get by straightforward calculation,
Kr, t(T )=X*(I&r2T*T ) X, where X=(I&re&itT )&1. (4)
In particular, the kernel Kr, t(T ) is positive if and only if T is a contraction.
In this case, we have the following inequalities
1&r
1+r
IKr, t(T )
1+r
1&r
I for any r (0r<1) and any t # R2?Z.
(5)
To prove (5), note that the function h(z)=(Kz(T ) x | x) is harmonic and
positive on D for any x # H, so that we get by the Harnack's inequalities
r&|z|
r+|z|
&x&2h(z)
r+|z|
r&|z|
&x&2,
for any r with 0r<1 and 0|z|<r<1. Letting r  1&, we get
1&|z|
1+|z|
&x&2h(z)
1+|z|
1&|z|
&x&2,
and this is just (5) for z=reit.
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Finally, note that we have
Kr, t(T )=I+ :
n1
rne&intT n+ :
n1
rneintT*n (norm convergence),
because the spectral radius \(T ) of T satisfies \(T )1. We won't need this
formula in the sequel.
I.1.3. Remark. When the operator T is unitary, we have
Kr, t(T)=Pr, t(T ), where Pr, t(z)=Pr(ze&it) is the usual Poisson kernel on
S1. However, we would like to point out that Kr, t(T) also encodes a part
of the information coming from the non commutativity of T and T*. This
makes rather ineffective any vague analogy between Kr, t(T) and the classi-
cal Poisson's kernel. We recommend to the doubtful reader to compute
Kr, t(T) for matrices of the form *I+N, where N is a non zero nilpotent
matrix. Note also that the kernel Kr, t(T) is not ``universal'': we have to
modify it to treat the case of operators with numerical range inside the
closed unit disc. Finally, for a contraction in a finite von Neumann algebra,
we shall show that even ``under any trace {'' (i.e. if one try to kill the defect
of commutativity of T with T*), the Cassier's kernel {(Kr, t(T )) will keep
a non trivial part of its noncommutativity.
I.2. Application to the FugledeKadison Theorem
As an illustration of the usefulness of the Cassier's kernel, let us show
that the image of Kr, t(T) under the canonical central trace of a finite von
Neumann algebra M is positive (we only assume here that the spectrum of
T is contained in the closed unit disc). This fact immediately implies the
FugledeKadison theorem about the location of the trace (cf. [Fug.-Kad.]
and [Ber.].
Recall first that there exists, for any finite von Neumann algebra M act-
ing on a Hilbert space, a unique linear map T  T * from M into its center
Z(M), which satisfies:
(i) (TS)*=(ST )* for any T, S in M;
(ii) (TS)*=T(S)* for any S in M and any T in Z(M);
(iii) T *=T for any T in Z(M);
(iv) For any positive element T in M, we have T *0 and:
T *=0 O T=0.
The map T  T * will be called the central trace of M. The existence and
uniqueness of the central trace follows from [Dix.] (the ore me 3, page 249)
if we ask in addition that the trace is normal. But it has been proved by
T. Fack and P. de la Harpe (cf. [Fa.-Har.], corollaire 4.1) that the nor-
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mality is automatic from (i) and (iii). The following proposition is essen-
tially algebraic in nature:
Proposition 1. Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra acting on a
Hilbert space H, and T be an element in M whose spectrum _(T ) is con-
tained in the closed unit disc D .
(i) For any t # R2?Z and any r with 0r<1, we have Kr, t(T )*0;
(ii) For any tracial state { on M, any t # R2?Z and any r with
0r<1, we have {(Kr, t(T ))0.
Proof. (i) As above, set for any : # D
K:(T)=(I&:T*)&1+(I&: T )&1&I.
This makes sense, because the spectral radius of :T is strictly less than one.
For any invertible element X # M+, we get
K:(T )*=[X&1(I&:T*)&1 X+(I&: T )&1&I]*
=[X&1(I&:T*)&1 [X(I&: T )+(I&:T*) X&(I&:T*)
_X(I&: T )](I&: T)&1]*
=[X&1(I&:T*)&1 (X&|:| 2 T*XT )(I&: T )&1]*
=[(X&|:| 2 T*XT )(I&: T )&1 X&1(I&:T*)&1]*. (1)
Consider now X=+n=0 |:|
2nT*nT n, which is clearly a positive and inver-
tible element in M. Noticing that
|:| 2 T*XT=X&I,
we get from (1)
K:(T )*=[(I&: T)&1 X&1(I&:T*)&1]*,
and (i) is proved, because (I&: T )&1 X&1(I&:T*)&10.
(ii) Same proof as for (i), replacing T * by {(T) Q.E.D
Note that the proof of (i) also shows that K1, t(T)*0 for any
t # R2?Z, if the spectral radius of T is strictly less than one. We
immediately get from this observation:
Corollary 1. Let T be an element in a finite von Neumann algebra M
acting on a Hilbert space H.
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(i) The convex hull of the spectrum of T * is contained in Conv(_(T )),
(ii) (FugledeKadison's theorem on the location of the trace.) For any
tracial state { on M, the trace {(T ) belongs to the convex hull of the
spectrum _(T ) of T.
Proof. (i) Let T be an element in M. To prove (i), it suffices (by using
a linear transformation T  :T+bI ) to show that _(T *) is contained in
the closed unit disc D whenever _(T ) is contained in D. Assume that _(T )
is contained in D. We have
T *=|
2?
0
eitK1, t(T )*
dt
2?
.
Fix * # _(T *) and let / be a character on Z(M) such that *=/(T *). As
K1, t(T)* is positive, we have /(K1, t(T )*)=/(K1, t(T *))0 and hence
|*|=|/(T *)|= } |
2?
0
eit/(K1, t(T )*)
dt
2? }|
2?
0
/(K1, t(T *))
dt
2?
=/(I )=1.
This shows that _(T *) is contained in the closed unit disc D .
(ii) Follows immediately from (i). Q.E.D
I.3. Functional Calculus ``under the Trace'' for Elements with Spectrum
Contained in the Closed Unit Disc
I.3.1. Existence of a Functional Calculus ``under the Trace.'' The
existence of a functional calculus ``under a trace'' { is true not only for con-
tractions, but also for elements T in M whose spectrum is contained in D .
Theorem 3. Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert
space H, and { a tracial state on M. For any element T in M whose spectrum
_(T ) is contained in the closed unit disc D , there exists a unique probability
measure &T on S1 such that
&T ( f )={( f (T ))
for any complex function f which is holomorphic on a neighborhood of the
closed unit disc D . Moreover, we have
&T=weak lim
r  1
{(Kr, t(T))
dt
2?
in the space of probability measures on S1.
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Proof. Uniqueness of &T . Let &1 and &2 be two probability measures on
S1 such that &i( f )={( f (T)) for any complex function f which is
holomorphic on a neighborhood of the closed unit disc D . We have
|
2?
0
eint d&1(t)=|
2?
0
eint &2(t) for any integer n0,
and hence for any integer n # Z (by taking the complex conjugate of the
above equality). It follows that &1 and &2 have the same moments, and
hence co@ ncide.
Existence of &T . For any r with 0r<1, set &r, T={(Kr, t(T )) dt2?.
We thus define a Radon measure on S1, which satisfies &r, T (1)=1 because
|
2?
0
Kr, t(T )
dt
2?
=I and {(I )=1.
By proposition 1 (ii), &r, T is a positive measure. On the other hand, we
have for any complex function f which is holomorphic on a neighborhood
of the closed unit disc D
f (rT )=|
2?
0
f (eit) Kr, t(T)
dt
2?
,
and hence (by taking the trace),
{( f (rT))=|
2?
0
f (eit) d&r, T (t). (1)
In particular, for any sequence (rn)n1 of real numbers (0rn<1)
converging to 1, and any limit point & of the sequence (&rn, T)n1 in the
space of probability measures on S1 (endowed with the weak topology), we
get from (1)
{( f (T ))=|
2?
0
f (eit) d&(t). (2)
This shows that the limit point & is unique and does not depend on the
choice of the sequence (rn)n1 converging to 1. Consequently, the measures
&r, T converge, when r  1&, to a probability measure &=&T which satisfies
(2). The theorem is proved. Q.E.D
I.3.2. Link with the Grothendieck's Spectral Measure *T . Let again M
be a finite von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space H. Let { be a
tracial state on M. For any element T in M, the Grothendieck's spectral
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measure *T associated with T is defined in [Bro.] as the unique positive
measure on _(T ) such that
ln 2(z&T )=|
_(T )
ln |z&`| d*T (`) for any z # C,
where 2(T ) is the FugledeKadison determinant associated with the trace
{. The existence of *T , which is defined by the formula
*T=
2
?
2
z z
{(ln |z&T | ) (distibutional derivative),
follows from the subharmonicity of the function z  f (z)={(ln |z&T | ) on
C. As f is harmonic outside the spectrum of T, the measure *T is supported
by _(T). Its main properties are the following (cf. [Bro.]):
(i) {( f (T)=_(T) f(z) d*T(z) and {(ln | f (T)|)=_(T) ln | f (z)| d*T (z)
for any complex function f which is holomorphic in a neighborhood of
_(T );
(ii) *TS=*ST for any T, S in M.
As the Grothendieck's spectral measure *T is far from being explicit, it
may be of some interest to relate it to our measure &T , which is really
computable.
At this end, for any complex continuous function f on S1, denote by f the
harmonic extension of f to D, i.e. the unique solution of the Dirichlet's
problem in the domain D, with boundary value equal to f. As the harmonic
extension of a positive continuous function is positive, the formula
|(*T)( f )=|
_(T )
f (z) d*T (z)
defines positive Radon measure |(*T) on S1, that we shall call the harmonic
measures associated with *T . We have
Proposition 2. Let T be an element in a finite von Neumann algebra M
equipped with a tracial state {. Assume that the spectrum of T is contained
in the closed unit disc. Then we have
(i) &T=|(*T);
(ii) &T=*T | D +D & _(T ) \z(T ) d*T (z),
where \z(T ) (z # D) is the Borel measure on S1 defined on any arc E of S1
by
\z(T )(E)=
1
?
.(z, E)&m(E),
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Fig. 1. Angle intercepted by an arc E.
where .(z, E) is the angle intercepted by the arc E at the point z # D
(cf. Fig. 1) and m(E) is the normalized Haar measure of E.
Proof. (i) For any integer n0, we have
|
_(T )
zn d*T (z)={(T n)=|
2?
0
eint d&T (t).
It follows that the two positive Radon measures &T and |(*T) have the
same moments and hence coincide.
(ii) It suffices to prove that we have, for any proper closed arc
E=[%1 , %2] of S1,
&T (E)=*T (_(T) & E)+
1
? |_(T) & D .(z, E) d*T (z)&*T (_(T ) & D) m(E).
By [Cara.], the harmonic extension f of the characteristic function f=/E
of E is given by
f (z)=
1
?
.(z, E)&m(E) (z # D).
For any integer n # N with n>2(2?&%2+%1), denote by fn the con-
tinuous function supported by [%1&1n, %2+1n], which is equal to 1 on
E, and which is both affine on [%1&1n, %1] and [%2 , %2+1n]. We have
|
D
f n(z) d*T (z)=|
2?
0
fn(eit) d&T (t) for n large enough, (1)
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and the right hand side of this equality converges to &T (E) when n  +
by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. On the other hand, as
we have 0 fn+1 fn for n large enough, the sequence ( f n) of positive har-
monic functions decreases to some function g which is equal to f on S1 and
is harmonic on D. Henceforth, g=f by the maximum modulus principle,
and the right hand side of (1) converges to D f (z) d*T (z) when n  +.
We thus have
|
|z|1
f (z) d*T (z)=&T(E),
and assertion (ii) is proved. Q.E.D
It follows from Proposition 2 that &T co@ ncide with *T if the spectrum of
T is contained in S1. It is also easy to deduce from Proposition 2 and the
structure of BMO functions (cf. [Koo.], p. 336), that &T is absolutely con-
tinuous with respect to the Haar measure m on S1, with RadonNikodym
derivative d&Tdm in BMO, whenever the Grothendieck's measure *T is
radially bounded (i.e. if there is a constant C>0 such that for any sector
Sh of the form Sh=[z=rei% # D | 01 and %0%%0+h] (h>0), we
have *T (Sh)Ch).
By using the measure &T , we shall now investigate some consequences of
the condition S1#_(T ).
I.3.3. The Equality &T*=&T&1 . Let T be an element in a finite von
Neumann algebra M, and assume that S1#_(T ). The following proposi-
tion shows that, for any complex function f which is holomorphic on a
neighborhood of S1, the operator f (T*) behaves like f (T &1) ``under any
tracial state {''. More precisely, we have:
Proposition 3. Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra acting on a
Hilbert space H, and { a tracial state on M. For any element T in M whose
spectrum _(T ) is contained in the circle S1, we have
&T*=&T&1 .
In particular,
{( f (T*))={( f (T &1))
for any complex function f which is holomorphic on a neighborhood of S1.
Proof of &T*=&T&1 . It suffices to show that &T=&(T&1)* . At this end, set
S=(T &1)*. We have, for any r such that 0r<1 and any t # R2?Z,
{(Kr, t(T )&Kr, t(S))=2Re {(Xr, t),
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where Xr, t=(I&re&itT)&1&(I&reitT &1)&1. As _(T ) is contained in S1,
we have
_(Xr, t)={ 11&rei(t&%)&
1
1&rei(%&t)
| 0t2?= .
But 1(1&rei(t&%))&1(1&rei(%&t))=[2ir sin(t&%)][1&2r cos(t&%)] is
purely imaginary, and it follows from (1) that
{(Kr, t(T ))={(Kr, t(S)).
This immediately implies that &T=&(T&1)* .
Proof of the Equality {( f (T*))={( f (T &1)). For any holomorphic
function f on a neighborhood of the closed unit disk, this equality directly
follows from the relation &T*=&T&1 . If f is holomorphic only on a
neighborhood of S1, there exists by Laurent's expansion two analytic func-
tions f1 , f2 on a neighborhood of D such that
f (z)=f1(z)&f2 \1z+ .
We get
f (T*)=f1(T*)&f2((T*)&1),
and the above remark gives
{( f (T*))={( f1(T*))&{( f2((T*)&1))={( f1(T &1))&{( f2(T))={( f (T &1)).
Q.E.D.
I.4. Contractions in Finite von Neumann Algebras, with Spectrum Contained
in S1
Let again M be a finite von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space
H, and T be an element in M. We shall now investigate, by using the
measure &T , some consequences of the condition S1#_(T).
I.4.1. Conformal Invariance of the Determinant of T. Let { be a tracial
state on M, and denote by 2 the FugledeKadison determinant associated
with {. Consider the Mo bius field (T:): # D associated with a contraction T
in M, which is defined by
T:=(:&T )(I&: T )&1.
We have
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Proposition 4. Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra acting on a
Hilbert space H, and { a tracial state on M. For any element T in M whose
spectrum _(T ) is contained in the circle S1, and any : with |:|<1, we have
2(T)=2(T:).
Proof. As the function f (z)=ln((1&:z)&1) is holomorphic in a
neighborhood of the closed unit disc, ln((I&:T*)&1) and
ln((I&:T &1)&1) make sense by holomorphic calculus. Moreover, we have
by Proposition 3
{[ln((I&:T*)&1)]={[ln((I&:T &1)&1)]. (1)
By using [Dix.] (the ore me 10, (iv), p. 109), we get from (1)
2((I&:T*)&1)=|exp {[ln((I&:T*)&1)]|
=|exp {[ln((I&:T &1)&1)]|
=2((I&:T &1)&1).
But 2((I&:T*)&1)=2((I&: T )&1) by [Dix.] (the ore me 10, (ii), p. 109),
so that we get from the above equality
2((I&:T &1)&1)=2((I&: T )&1). (2)
Multiplying (2) by 2(T&:I ), we deduce by using the multiplicativity of
the FugledeKadison determinant
2(T )=2(T(I&:T &1)(I&:T &1)&1)=2(T(I&:T &1)) 2((I&:T &1)&1)
=2(T&:I ) 2((I&: T)&1)=2(&T:)=2(T:),
and the proof is complete. Q.E.D
I.4.2. Proof of Theorem 1. Let us now prove Theorem 1, which was
stated at the beginning of the chapter.
We shall first show that 2(T )=1 for any element T in M whose spec-
trum _(T ) is contained in S1. Heuristically, we would like to use (at least
if T is completely non-unitary) the equality 2(T)=2(T:) together with the
strong convergence of T: to ei%I (:=rei%) when r=|:|  1&, to infer that
2(T )=1. As we were not able to prove directly the convergence of 2(T:)
to 2(ei%I )=1, we have modified this argument. Essentially, we have
replaced 2(T:) by the mean value of ln 2(T:) on the circle |:|=r, which
has good continuity properties in the r-variables when r  1&.
By Proposition 4, we have for any r with 0r<1 and any % # R2? Z
ln 2(T )=ln 2(rei%&T )&ln 2(1&re&i%T ).
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Integrating this relation in the %-variable, we get
ln 2(T )=|
2?
0
ln 2(rei%&T)
d%
2?
&|
2?
0
ln 2(1&re&i%T )
d%
2?
. (1)
Let us show that the second term in the right hand side of (1) is zero. By
using [Dix.] (the ore me 10, (iv), p. 109), we get
2(1&re&i%T )=|exp {[ln(1&re&i%T )]|=exp {[Re(ln(1&re&i%T ))],
and hence
ln 2(1&re&i%T)={[Re(ln(1&re&i%T ))]=|
2?
0
ln |1&re&i(%&t)| d&T (t).
By Fubini's theorem, we deduce
|
2?
0
ln 2(1&re&i%T )
d%
2?
=|
2?
0 _|
2?
0
ln |1&re&i(%&t)|
d%
2?& d&T (t).
But 2?0 ln |1&re
&i(%&t) | d%2?=ln 1=0, since the function z  ln |1&reitz|
is harmonic in a neighborhood of the closed unit disc, and hence
2?0 ln 2(1&re
&i%T) d%2?=0. We thus have
ln 2(T )=|
2?
0
ln 2(rei%&T) d%2?.
Since the function z  ln 2(z&T ) is subharmonic on C, the right hand side
of the above equality is continuous in the r-variable. Henceforth, we get by
letting r  1&
ln 2(T )=|
2?
0
ln 2(ei%&T) d%2?. (2)
Let us now see that the right hand side of (2) is zero. Since the function
z  g(z)=ln 2(1&zT )
is subharmonic on C, we get by the continuity of the mean value
2?0 g(re
i%) d%2? in the r-variable
|
2?
0
ln 2(ei%&T ) d%2?=|
2?
0
ln 2(1&ei%T ) d%2?
= lim
r  1& |
2?
0
ln 2(1&rei%T ) d%2?.
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But we have already seen that 2?0 ln 2(1&re
i%T) d%2?=2?0 ln 2(1&
re&i%T) d%2?=0, so that finally 2?0 ln 2(e
i%&T ) d%2?=0, and hence
ln 2(T)=0 by (2). We deduce that 2(T)=1. We are now in position to
prove Theorem 1:
(i) If T is a unitary element in M, the spectrum _(T ) is of course
contained in S1. Conversely, let T be a contraction in M such that _(T ) is
contained in S1. By the remark above, we have 2(T)=1, i.e. {(ln |T | )=0.
As ln(|T | )0, we get ln( |T | )=0, and hence |T |=1. This shows that T is
unitary.
(ii) This assertion directly follows from the remark above together
with the characterization of the kernel of the FugledeKadison's determi-
nant given in [Fa.-Har.] (Proposition 2.5).
Q.E.D
I.4.3. Remarks.
Remark 1. Note that the condition S1#_(T ) for a contraction T in a
(non-necessarily finite) von Neumann algebra M doesn't imply in general
that T is unitary. For instance, let V be the Volterra's integration operator
on L2(0, 1) given by
(Vf )(s)=|
s
0
f (t) dt ( f # L2(0, 1), 0s1).
It is easy to see that T=(Id+V)&1 is contraction whose spectrum reduces
to [1] (cf. [Hal.], p. 302). If T was unitary, we would have T=Id by spec-
tral theory, and hence V would be zero, a fact which is absurd.
Remark 2. The above proof of theorem 1 (i) significantly simplifies if
the spectrum of the contraction T is properly contained in S1, because the
limit kernel
K% (T )= lim
r  1&
Kr, % (T)=(I&e&i%T )&1+(I&ei%T*)&1&I
makes sense for some point ei% # S1&_(T) and satisfies
{(K% (T))={((I&e&i%T )&1+(I&ei%T &1)&1&I )=0.
(This last statement is fairly intuitive, because the measure &T is supported
by _(T).) More precisely, we get from Proposition 3
{((I&rei%T*)&1)={((I&rei%T &1)&1) for any r with 0r<1,
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and hence
{(Kr, % (T))={((I&re&i%T)&1)+{((I&rei%T*)&1)&1
={((I&re&i%T)&1)+{((I&rei%T &1)&1)&1
={((I&re&i%T)&1+(I&rei%T &1)&1&I )
=(1&r2) {((I&re&i%T )&1 (I&rei%T &1)&1).
By Letting r  1&, we get {(K% (T))=0, because (I&re&i%T )&1
(I&rei%T &1)&1 has a limit when r  1&. As K% (T )=
(I&e&i%T )&1+(I&ei%T*)&1&I is positive, we get K% (T)=0, and hence
(I&e&i%T )&1+(I&ei%T*)&1=I.
Multiplying this last equality by I&e&i%T on the left and by I&ei%T* on
the right, we get
2I&ei%T*&e&i%T=I&ei%T*&e&i%T+TT*,
and hence TT*=I. By [Dix.] (the ore me 1, p. 288), we deduce that
T*T=I, so that finally T is unitary.
II. On the Conjugacy of Operators of Class C\ to Contractions
In this section, we use a perturbation of the kernel Kr, t(T ) to get a new
proof of the existence, for any operator T of class C\(\1), of a positive
invertible operator A such that A&1TA is a contraction. In addition, we get
a universal bound, inside the C\-classes, for the norm &A& } &A&1& of the
conjugacy operator, and show that A may be chosen in the von Neumann
algebra generated by T.
By using the perturbed kernel Kr, t(T ), we also get for any operator of
class C\(\1) a new version of the von Neumann inequality, which is spa-
tial, involves T and T*, and may be used to recover quickly most of the
classical structure theorems for operators of class C\ (cf. [Na.-Foi. 1]),
without using the minimal unitary dilation theory. As a corollary, we get
a short and self-contained proof of the power inequality for the numerical
range (cf. [Hal. 1], p. 119).
II.1. Perturbed Kernels for Operators of Class C\
II.1.1. Operators of Class C\ . Operators of class C\ (\>0) were intro-
duced by NagyFoias (cf. [Na.-Foi. 3]). We give here a slightly different
definition which uses the kernel Kz(T )
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Definition 1. A bounded operator T acting on a Hilbert space H is
said to be of class C\ (0<\+) if its spectrum is contained in the closed
unit disc, and if
Kz(T)(1&\)I for any z # D.
From the relation
Kr, t(T)=(I&reitT*)&1 [I&r2T*T](I&re&itT)&1,
we see that the class C1 reduces to the contractions. The class C2 coincides
with the set of all bounded operators whose numerical range is contained
in the closed unit disc, in view of the relation
Kr, t(T )+I=2(I&reitT*)&1 (Re(I&re&itT ))(I&re&itT )&1.
Note that it is obvious from our definition that the C\ classes increase with
\. If T is non-zero and belongs to some class C\ , then
\(T )=inf[\ | 0<\<+ and T # C\]
is strictly positive and T # C\(T ) , so that it makes sense to speak of the
smallest \>0 such that T # C\ .
Link with the NagyFoias Definition. It is proved in [Na.-Foi. 3] that
a bounded operator T on H is of class C\ if and only if the spectrum _(T )
of T is contained in the closed unit disc D and T satisfies the numerical
condition
(C\) &x&2&2r \1&1\+ Re(e&itTx | x) +\1&
2
\+ r2 &Tx&20
for any x # H, 0r<1, and t # R2?Z.
Since we have
Kz(T )&(1&\) I=(I&zT*)&1 [(2&(2&\)) I+2 |z|(2&\&1)
_Re(z T )&|z| 2(2&\) T*T](I&z T )&1
for any z # D , the NagyFoias definition coincides with ours.
II.1.2. Perturbed Kernels for Operators of Class C\ . Let us set:
Definition 2. For any bounded operator T of class C\ (\1), we
shall call \-kernel associated with T the operator kernel Kz(T ) defined by
Kz(T )=Kz(T )+(\&1) I=(I&z T)&1+(I&zT*)&1&(2&\) I (z # D).
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The \-kernel Kz(T ) is not canonically associated with T, because T may
belong to different C\-classes. This may be put right by considering the
\(T )-kernel, which could be defined as the smallest positive perturbation of
Kz(T ) by a scalar. We shall use a bold letter to denote the \-kernel, and
write in the sequel
Kr, t(T )=Kz(T) if z=reit # D.
For any T in the class C\ (\1), we thus have
Kz(T )0 for any z # D.
The following proposition summarizes the main properties of Kz(T ):
Proposition 5. Let T be a bounded operator acting on a Hilbert space
H. Assume that T belongs to the class C\ (\1) and denote by Kr, t(T) its
\-kernel.
(i) Kr, t(T ) is a continuous function of t satisfying
Kr, t(T )0 (positivity), Kr, t(T*)=Kr, &t(T ) (symmetry)
for 0r<1 and t # R2?Z,
and |
2?
0
Kr, t(T)
dt
2?
=\I (normalization property);
(ii) \(1&r)(1+r)IKr, t(T)\(1+r)(1&r)I for any r with
0r<1 and any t # R2?Z;
(iii) For any function f in the disc algebra A(D), we have
f (rT)=(1&\) f (0)I+|
2?
0
f (eit) Kr, t(T)
dt
2?
for any r (0r<1).
Proof. (i) Follows immediately from the corresponding properties of
Kr, t(T) (cf. I.1.2).
(ii) Use the Harnack's inequality, as in the proof of the correspond-
ing property for Kr, t(T) (cf. I.1.2, (5)).
(iii) Immediate from (i) and the definition of Kr, t(T ). Q.E.D
II.2. Application to the Power Inequality for the Numerical Range
To illustrate the usefulness of the \-kernel, let us show how to prove
quickly the power inequality for the numerical range (cf. [Hal. 2]). This
inequality is presented as follows by P. R. Halmos in [Hal. 1] (p. 119):
``Even for two-by-two matrices, there is no simple computation that yields
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the result. If not the dimension but the exponent is specialized, if, say,
n=2, then relatively easy proofs exists, but even they require surprisingly
delicate handling. The general case requires either brute force or ingenuity''.
It is however easy to prove, by using the \-kernel.
Proposition 6. Let T be a bounded operator acting on a Hilbert space
H, and f # A(D) (or even f # H(D), if T is completely non-unitary) such
that f (0)=0 and | f (z)|1 for any z # D.
(i) If T belongs to the class C\ (\1), then f (T ) belongs to the class
C\ too;
(ii) If the numerical radius w(T )=Sup[ |*| | * # W(T)] of T satisfies
w(T )1, then w( f (T ))1. In particular, we get
(Power inequality) w(T n)w(T )n for any positive integer n1.
Proof. (i) For any % with 0%2? and r, s such that 0r, s<1, we
have
(I&re&i%f (sT ))&1=F(sT ),
where the function F(z)=(1&re&i%f (z))&1 is in A(D) by Wiener's
theorem. We thus get by Proposition 5 (iii)
(I&re&i%f (sT))&1=(1&\) I+|
2?
0
(1&re&i%f (eit))&1 Ks, t(T)
dt
2?
.
By taking the adjoint, we obtain
(I&rei%f (sT )*)&1=(1&\) I+|
2?
0
(1&rei%f (eit))&1 Ks, t(T)
dt
2?
,
and hence
Kr, % (sf (T ))=(I&re&i%f (sT ))&1+(I&rei%f (sT )*)&1&(2&\) I
=|
2?
0
[(1&re&i%f (eit))&1+(1&rei%f (eit))&1] Ks, t(T)
dt
2?
&\I
=|
2?
0
[(1&re&i%f (eit))&1+(1&rei%f (eit))&1&1] Ks, t(T )
dt
2?
.
The last right hand side is positive, because Ks, t(T)0 and the function
g(t)=(1&re&i%f (eit))&1+(1&rei%f (eit))&1&1 is positive. By letting
s  1&, we get Kr, % ( f (T ))0, and hence f (T ) belongs to the class C\ .
When T is absolutely continuous, we shall see at the end of this 9 (see
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section II.7) that the above functional calculus extends to H(D), and
hence the proof again applies.
(ii) The first part of (ii) follows immediately from (i) with \=2,
because we have
T # C2 if and only if w(T )1.
To prove that w(T n)w(T)n for any positive integer n1, we may
assumed w.l.o.g. that w(T ){0. Set S=Tw(T). As we have w(S )1, the
first part of (ii) implies w(S n)1 for any integer n1, and hence
w(T n)w(T)n. Q.E.D
Proposition 6 has been proved by Nagy and Foias (cf. [Na.-Foi. 1]) by
using the \-dilation. Let us now prove, by using the perturbed kernel, an
inequality which generalizes the usual von Neumann's inequality for con-
tractions.
II.3. The Generalized von Neumann's Inequality
For any bounded operator T of class C\ acting on a Hilbert space H, we
immediately deduce from the positivity of the \-kernel Kr, t(T ) the follow-
ing result:
Theorem 4 (Generalized von Neumann's inequality.) Let T be a
bounded operator acting on a Hilbert space H. Assume that T belongs to the
class C\ (\1), and denote by Kr, t(T ) its \-kernel. For any pair ( f, g) of
functions in the disc algebra A(D), any x # H and any r such that 0r<1,
we have:
& f (rT*) x+g(rT ) x&
|
2?
0
|\[ f (e&it)+g(eit)]+(1&\)[ f (0)+g(0)]| 2 (Kr, t(T )x | x)
dt
2?\
.
In particular, for any contraction T acting on a Hilbert space H, any pair
( f, g) of functions in the disc algebra A(D), any x # H and any r such that
0r<1, we have
&f (rT*) x+g(rT ) x&2|
2?
0
| f (e&it)+g(eit)| 2(Kr, t(T) x | x)
dt
2?
,
where Kr, t(T) is the Cassier's kernel associated with T.
Note that this inequality is finer than the usual von Neumann's
inequality because it is spatial and involves both T and T*.
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Proof. Let f, g be two functions in the disc algebra A(D). By proposi-
tion 5 (iii), we have
f (rT*)=(1&\) f (0) I+|
2?
0
f (eit) Kr, t(T*)
dt
2?
=|
2?
0
F(eit) Kr, t(T*)
dt
2?
,
where F(eit)=f (eit)+(1&\)\ f (0). Similarly, we get
g(rT )=(1&\) g(0) I+|
2?
0
g(eit) Kr, t(T )
dt
2?
=|
2?
0
G(eit) Kr, t(T )
dt
2?
,
where G(eit)=g(eit)+(1&\)\ g(0). For any x, y # H and 0r<1, we
thus have:
|( f (rT*) x+g(rT ) x | y) |
= } |
2?
0
F(eit)(Kr, t(T*) x | y)
dt
2?
+|
2?
0
G(eit)(Kr, t(T ) x | y)
dt
2? }
= } |
2?
0
F(eit)(Kr, &t(T) x | y)
dt
2?
+|
2?
0
G(eit)(Kr, t(T ) x | y)
dt
2? }
= } |
2?
0
F(e&it)(Kr, t(T) x | y)
dt
2?
+|
2?
0
G(eit)(Kr, t(T ) x | y)
dt
2? }
|
2?
0
|F(e&it)+G(eit)| |(Kr, t(T ) x | y) |
dt
2?
|
2?
0
|F(e&it)+G(eit)| - (Kr, t(T) x | x)
_- (Kr, t(T) y | y)
dt
2?
(because Kr, t(T ) is positive)
|
2?
0
|F(e&it)+G(eit)| 2 (Kr, t(T ) x | x)
dt
2?
_|
2?
0
(Kr, t(T ) y | y)
dt
2?
(by CauchySchwarz)
=- \ &y& |
2?
0
|F(e&it)+G(eit)| 2 (Kr, t(T ) x | x)
dt
2?
.
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By taking the supremum over all y in the unit ball of H, we get the desired
inequality, because
F(e&it)+G(eit)=f (e&it)+g(eit)+
1&\
\
[ f (0)+g(0)].
The end of the theorem follows by setting \=1. Q.E.D
The von Neumann's inequality for C\-operators (cf. [Na.-Foi. 1], Prop.
11.4, p. 49) immediately follows from theorem 4. It may be used to prove
the following result (cf. [Cas. Fa. 2], proposition 10):
Proposition 7. Let T be a contraction in a W*-algebra M acting on a
separable Hilbert space H. Then, the support of the completely non-unitary
part of T is the maximal closed invariant subspace F of H satisfying the
following two properties:
(i) +T, x, x is absolutely continuous with respect to m for any x # F;
(ii) ln(d+T, x, x dm) # L1(S1, m), for any x # F&[0].
II.4. Operators of Class C\(\>1) are conjugate to Contractions
The following conjugacy theorem is stronger than the result of similarity
in [Na.-Foi. 4]. Not only we stay on the Hilbert space where the operator
T of class C\ (\1) acts, but we show that a positive invertible operator
A such that A&1TA is a contraction can be chosen in M in such a way that
the norm &A& } &A&1& is bounded by a universal constant depending only
on \.
Theorem 5. Let T be an element in a von Neumann algebra M acting on
a separable Hilbert space H. Assume that T belongs to the class C\ (\>1).
Then there exists a positive invertible element A in M such that
(i) A&1TA is a contraction;
(ii) &A& } &A&1&2\&1.
In an earlier version of this paper, we got this result by using the pertur-
bed kernel together with a result in [Pau.]. The proof below is shorter and
more constructive.
Proof. For any x # H, set
[[x]]2=Inf {lim infr  1& |D " :
q
k=0
uk - Kru(T ) xk"
2
d&(u) | x= :
q
k=0
T kxk= ,
where d&=dm+(\&1)\ $0 . Let x=qk=0 T
kxk be a representation for x.
We have
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&x&2= :
q
k=0
(T kxk | x)
= lim
r  1& |
2?
0 \ :
q
k=0
eikt(Kr, t(T ) xk | x)+ dm(t)
+(1&\)(x0 | x)
 lim
r  1& |D } :
q
k=0
uk (Kru(T ) xk | x) } d&(u)
lim inf
r  1& |D " :
q
k=0
uk - Kru(T ) xk"
_&- Kru(T ) x& d&(u)
lim inf
r  1&
- D &qk=0 uk - Kru(T ) xk&2 d&(u)
_- D (Kru(T) x | x) d&(u)
=&x& - 2\&1 lim inf
r  1&
_- D &qk=0 uk - Kru(T ) xk&2 d&(u).
By taking the infimum over all such representations of x, we get
&x&- 2\&1 [[x]].
On the other hand, by considering the representation x=Ix, we get
[[x]]- 2\&1 &x&.
The functional [[ } ]] trivially satisfies the parallelogram inequality; there-
fore it is a hilbertian norm. Let A be the positive operator such that
[[x]]=&Ax& for any x in H.
It follows from the two last inequalities that &A& } &A&1&2\&1. From
the definition of the norm [[ } ]], we see that T is a contraction (for this
norm). Finally, to prove that A belongs to M, it suffices to show that
[[Ux]]=[[x]] for any unitary operator U in the commutant of M. But
such a unitary operator U commutes with the kernel Kru(T ), and equality
[[Ux]]=[[x]] is obvious. Q.E.D
Remark 1. Let T be an element of class C\ (\1) in a finite von
Neumann algebra M. If the spectrum of T is contained in S1, it follows
from the above theorem together with theorem 1 that T is conjugate to
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some unitary operator. This proves the theorem 2 stated at the beginning
of 9I (and much more in fact).
Remark 2. Let T be an operator of class C\ (\1) in a W*-algebra M
acting on a separable Hilbert space H, and denote by Kr, t(T ) its Cassier's
kernel. We can prove (cf. [Cas. Fa. 2]) that the quasi-spectral measures
Kr, t(T) dt2? weakly converge, when r  1&, to a unique quasi-spectral
measure +T on S1 such that 2?0 e
int d+T (t))=T n for any integer n0, and
whose support contains S1 & _(T ). This quasi-spectral measure allows to
recover the classical decomposition of T into absolutely continuous and
singular parts and much of the related results, like the absolutely continuity
of the completely non-unitary part. This also allows to define the H
functional calculus by staying on the Hilbert space H, via the formula
f (T)=|
2?
0
f (eit) d+T (t).
III. The Asymptotic Functional Calculus and Its Applications
Let T be a contraction in a von Neumann algebra M acting on a
separable Hilbert space H. It turns out that the non-zero elements X in
M+ satisfying
T*XT=T (1)
(if any) play a role in the investigation of the invariant subspaces for T. In
this chapter, we shall associate to any X in M+ satisfying (1) an operator
kernel K r, t(T, X) in M+ , which is very useful to completely describe the
solutions of (1) when T has a rationally cyclic vector. This allows to
investigate the existence of invariant subspaces for C1 } contractions. In
particular, we give a more conceptual interpretation of the notion of
invariant subspace of functional type considered by B. Beauzamy in
[Beau. 4], and show the existence of invariant subspaces that are not of
this kind.
III.1. The Operator ST and the Cone C+(T )
III.1.1. The Cone C+(T ). Let T be a contraction in a von Neumann
algebra M. Set
C(T )=[X # M | T*XT=X],
and
C+(T )=[X # M | X0 and T*XT=X].
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Elements in C+(T ) will be called positive isometrizers for T (cf. [Na.-
Fo. 4]). Note that C+(T ) is a convex ultraweakly closed cone in M which
satisfies:
C+(T) & (&C+(T ))=[0],
and that R*C+(T)R is contained in C+(T ) for any R in the commutant
of T.
We shall see later that the invariant subspaces of ``functional type''
considered by B. Beauzamy in [Beau. 4] are just kernels of positive
isometrizers for T. This shows the interest of C+(T) in the invariant sub-
space problem for C1 } -contractions.
Example. Let T be a contraction in a von Neumann algebra M acting
on a separable Hilbert space H. Then, the strong limit ST of the sequence
(T*nT n)n1 is a positive contraction in M, which belongs to C+(T ).
Recall that a contraction T in a von Neumann algebra M acting on a
separable Hilbert space H is said to be of class C0, } , (resp. of class C1 } ) if
T nx  0 (n  +) for any x # H (resp. if the sequence (T nx)n0 doesn't
converge to 0 (n  +) for any x # H&[0]). If T is of class C0 } , then
C(T )=[0]. The computation of ST is often interesting to get more infor-
mation about the sequence (T nx)n0 . For instance, let T be the weighted
shift defined on the canonical basis (en)n # Z of l 2(Z) by T(en)=wnen+1
(n # Z), where wn=1 if n0 and wn= 14 if n<0. It is easy to check that ST
diagonalizes in the canonical basis, and satisfies
ST (en)=en for n0, and ST (en)=
1
42|n|
en for n<0.
The contraction T has a lot of non-trivial invariant subspaces, since no
vector is cyclic for T (cf. [Beau. 3]). Note however that the methods
developped in [Beau. 4] to prove the existence of non-trivial invariant sub-
spaces don't apply to this contraction, because the sequence (&T &nx&)n0
grows too quickly.
The following lemma summarizes some basic properties of ST :
Lemma 1. Let T be a contraction in a von Neumann algebra M acting on
a separable Hilbert space H. We have
(i) n1 Supp(T n)#Supp(ST), and ST=0 if and only if T is of
class C0, } ;
(ii) ST is injective if and only if T is of class C1 } ;
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(iii) ST is invertible if and only if T is conjugate to an isometry in M,
and ST=I  T is an isometry;
(iv) SB(T )=ST for any finite Blaschke product, and if T is C.N.U. then
Sf (T )=ST for any inner function f # H(D);
(v) If T is not of class C0 } , then &ST&=1, and hence 1 # _(ST).
Proof. The only non-trivial assertion is (iv). Note first that we have
f:(T )*ST f:(T )=ST for any inner function f: of the form
f:(z)=(:&z)(1&: z), where |:|<1. Indeed, we get for any : # D
(: I&T*) ST (:I&T)=|:| 2 ST&:T*ST&: STT+ST
=|:| 2T*STT&:T*ST&: STT+ST
=(I&:T*) ST (I&: T),
and hence
f:(T )* ST f:(T)=ST . (1)
Note that (1) holds without assuming that T is C.N.U. As any infinite
Blaschke product is the weak limit (in H(D)) of the finite products of its
Blaschke factors, we deduce from (1) and the properties of the H
functional calculus that
B(T)* STB(T )=ST for any infinite Blaschke product B.
But the set of all Blaschke products is uniformly dense in the set of inner
functions by [Gar.] (Corollary 6.5, p. 80), so that we get finally
f (T)* ST f (T )=ST for any inner function f in H(D).
Let now f # H (D) be some any inner function. For any integer n0, we
get
ST=f (T )*n ST f (T )n f (T)*n f (T)n,
and hence STSf (T ) , by letting n  +. The reverse inequality is trivially
true for inner functions f: of the form f:(z)=(:&z)(1&: z), where |:|<1.
Indeed, the operator R=f:(T) being a contraction, we have
Sf :(T)=SRSf:(R)=Sf :( f:(T ))=ST ,
and hence
Sf :(T)=ST . (2)
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For any Blaschke product B we thus get, by writing B=f:g where g is a
Blaschke product or some constant of modulus one
B(T)*n B(T )n=f:(T)*n g(T )*n g(T )n f:(T )n
 f:(T)*n f:(T )n for any integer n0.
Letting n  + and using (2), we get
SB(T)Sf:(T )=ST for any Blaschke product B. (3)
Now, if f is an inner function in H (D), there exists by Frostman's
theorem (cf. [Gar.], theorem 6.4, p. 79) a complex number : # D such that
the function B=f: 0 f is a Blaschke product. By (3), we get
ST=SB(T )=Sf: ( f (T ))=Sf (T ) ,
and (iv) is proved. Q.E.D
The following proposition is close to [Na.-Foi. 1] (p. 39 and 65) and
[Beau.-Rom.] (p.1) when X=ST . It gives a justification for the terminol-
ogy of positive isometrizer.
Proposition 8. Let T be a C1 } -contraction in a von Neumann algebra M
acting on a Hilbert space H. Assume that T has dense range.
(i) A positive element X in M is in C+(T ) if and only if there exists
a unique partial isometry U=UT, X # M with same support as X, such that
U - X=- X T ;
(ii) X # C+(T ) is injective if and only if UT, X is unitary.
Proof. (i) Let X be a positive element in M. If there exists a partial
isometry U in M with same support as X and such that U - X=- X T, we
get
T*XT=T* - X U - X=- X U*U - X=- X - X=X,
and hence X # C+(T ). Assume conversely that X # C+(T ). We have
(- X T)* - X T=T*XT=X,
and hence |- X T |=- X. By polar decomposition, there exists a unique
partial isometry U in M with support equal to supp(- X T )=supp(X),
such that
- X T=U - X.
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(ii) If X is injective, the initial support of U=UT, X is the identity.
Let us see that the final support of U is the identity too, a fact which will
imply that U is unitary. To this end, note that the final support of U co@ n-
cide with the closure of the range of - X T. But Im(- X) is dense in H and
T has a dense range, so that Im (- X T ) is dense in H and the final support
of U is the identity. Conversely, if U=UT, X is unitary, we have
supp(X)=Id and X is injective. Q.E.D
III.2. The Asymptotic Kernel Kr, t(X)
Let T be a contraction in a von Neumann algebra M acting on a
separable Hilbert space H.
Definition 3. For any X # C+(T ), we shall call kernel associated with
X the operator
Kr, t(T, X)=X(I&re
&itT )&1+(I&reitT*)&1 X&X
(0r<1 and t # R2?Z).
If there is no confusion, we shall simply write Kr, t(T, X)=K

r, t(X). Note
that Kr, t(X) # M. For X=ST , we shall set K

r, t(T )=K

r, t(ST) and shall call
Kr, t(T) the asymptotic kernel associated with T.
Let X # C+(T ), where T is a contraction in a von Neumann algebra M.
The following properties of the asymptotic kernel K r, t(T, X) are immediate
from the definition:
(i) For any r with 0r<1 and any function f analytic on a
neighborhood of the closed unit disc, we have
Xf (rT )=|
2?
0
f (eit) K r, t(T, X )
dt
2?
and f (rT*) X=|
2?
0
f (e&it) K r, t(T, X)
dt
2?
.
(ii) For any X # C+(T), any r with 0r<1 and any t # R2?Z, the
kernel Kr, t(T, X) is a positive element in C+(T) satisfying
(multiplicative form of the kernel)
K r, t(T, X)=(1&r
2)(I&reitT*&1) X(I&re&itT )&1.
(iii) For any r with 0r<1 and any t # R2? Z, we have
(asymptotic form of the kernel)
Kr, t(T )=strong lim
n  +
T*n Kr, t(T) T n.
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(iv) For any X in C+(T ), we have
Kr, t(T, X )&X& K

r, t(T), and K

r, t(T)Kr, t(T )
(0r<1 and 0t2?).
From the positivity of Kr, t(T, X), we get
Lemma 2. (Generalized von Neumann inequality for isometrizers). Let
T be a contraction in a von Neumann algebra M acting on a Hilbert space
H, and X # C+(T). Then for any pair ( f, g) of analytic functions on a
neighborhood of the closed unit disc, any x # H and any r, 0r<1, we have
&[ f (rT*) X+Xg(rT )] x&2
&X& |
2?
0
| f (e&it)+g(eit)| 2 (Kr, t(T, X) x | x)
dt
2?
.
Proof. Same proof as for Theorem 4. Q.E.D
Let T be a contraction in a von Neumann algebra M acting on a
separable Hilbert space H and X # C+(T ). It is easy to prove that the
quasi-spectral measures +X, r=K

r, t(T, X) dt2? converge in the weak
measure topology, when r  1, to a positive quasi-spectral measure +X
with values in M, which satisfies supp(+T)#supp(+T ). Moreover, we have
(i) +T ( f )=weak limn  + T*
n +T ( f ) T n, and (+T ( f ) x | y) =
limn  + +TTnx, T ny( f ) for any complex continuous function f on S
1, and any
x, y # H;
(ii) d+X, P(T)x, Q(T)y(t)=P(e
it) Q(eit) d+X, x, y(t) for any pair (P, Q) of
positive polynomials, and, if T is C.N.U.
d+X, f (T ) x, g(T) y(t)=f (e
it) g(eit) d+X, x, y(t)
for any pair ( f, g) of functions in H(S1);
(iii) For any X # C+(T ) and any x # H, we have
+X, x, x&X& +

T, x, x and +

T, x, x+T, x, x .
In particular, if T is C.N.U., the measures +X, x, y are absolutely continuous
with respect to the Haar measure m on S1;
(iv) (Asymptotic von Neumann inequality):
&[ f (T*) X+Xg(T)] x&- &X& 2?0 | f (e&it)+g(eit)| 2 d+X, x, x(t) ,
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for any x # H and any pair ( f, g) of analytic functions on a neighborhood
of the closed unit disc, where +X, x, x is the scalar spectral measure
associated with +X and x # H.
The following proposition shows the spectral nature of the +X 's
Proposition 9. Let T be a contraction in a W*-algebra M acting on a
separable Hilbert space H. For any X # C+(T ), we have
S1 & _(T)#supp(+X ).
Proof. For any t # R2?Z such that eit  _(T ), the norm limit of the
kernel K r, t(T, X)=(1&r
2)(I&reitT*)&1 X(I&re&itT )&1 exists and is zero
when r  1&. For any continuous function f on S1 with support contained
in the complement of _(T ) in S1, we thus have
+X ( f )=|
Supp( f )
f (eit) d+X (t)=0,
and hence S1 & _(T )#supp(+X ). Q.E.D
Remark 1. Any C1 } -contraction T, whose peripheral spectrum is
Lebesgue negligible, is unitary. Indeed, the absolutely continuous part Tac
of T is zero, because if not the asymptotic quasi-spectral measure of Tac
would be absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, and
hence equal to zero by proposition 9. This would imply that Tac is C0 } , a
fact which is absurd. A related result was obtained by A. Atzmon, using
other methods (cf. [Atz. 1], remark p. 26-27).
Remark 2. For any trigonometric polynomial P=&Nn<N an zn, we
have
+T (P) x= :
&Nn<0
anT*|n| STx+ :
0nN
anSTT nx.
It is not difficult to check that the map P  +T (P) x uniquely extends to
L2(S1, +x, x), giving us a local functional calculus which extends
Beauzamy's functional representation for C1-contractions (cf. [Beau. 2]). If
T is C.N.U., this local functional calculus coincide with f  +X ( f ) x on
L(S1, m), and we have for any f # L(S1, m)
+X ( f ) x= :
n0
a&nT*n STx+ :
n0
anSTT nx,
where an is the n th Fourier coefficient of f (n # Z).
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III.3. On the Operator Equation T*XT=X
By using the asymptotic spectral measure +T , we may give a complete
description of the solutions of the operator equation
T*XT=X
when T has a rationally cyclic vector (we may always assume this condi-
tion in the search of invariant subspaces for T). More precisely, we have
Theorem 6. Let T be a contraction in a W*-algebra M acting on a
separable Hilbert space H. Assume that T has a rationally cyclic vector.
Then, the map
f  +T ( f )
is a linear surjection from L(S1, +T ) onto C(T ), which induces a faithful
order preserving surjection from L(S1, +T )+ onto C+(T ). In particular, if
T is C.N.U., we have C+(T )=C+( f (T )) for any inner function f in H (D).
Proof. First of all, note that +T ( f ) # C(T ) for any f # L
(S1, +T ),
because we have T*+T ( f )T=+

T ( f ) for any complex continuous function
on S1. It is clear that the map f  +T ( f ) is linear, and that its restriction
to L(S1, +T )+ preserves the order. To prove the theorem, we may assume
w.l.o.g. that ST {0. Denote by x a rationally cyclic vector for T.
First step: The scalar measure +T, x, x is basic for +

T . We have to prove
that +T, y, y is absolutely continuous with respect to +

T, x, x for any y # H.
This is obvious for any element y of the form y=R(T )x, where R is a
rational function with poles outside the spectrum of T. In fact by uniform
approximation, its suffices to prove that we have
d+T, y, y(t)=|R(e
it)|2 d+T, x, x(t)
for y=R(T)x, with R(z)=P(z)(z&:1)(z&:2) } } } (z&:k), where P is a
polynomial and the :i are in the open unit disc and outside _(T). But this
follows from lemma 1 (iv), by using also property (ii) of the +X, x, y 's. By
approximation, using the previous formula and the quasi-spectral measure,
we get that +T, y, y is absolutely continuous with respect to the measure
+T, x, x for any y # H. So, the measure +

T, x, x is basic for +

T . This
immediately implies that the restriction of the map f  +T ( f ) to C+(T ) is
faithful (i.e. +T ( f )=0 implies f=0).
Second Step: Surjectivity of the map f  +T ( f ). Let X be an element
in C(T ) such that &X&1. The element Y= 12 (Re(X )+ST) belongs to
C+(T), is majorized by ST , and satisfies (property (iii) of the +X, x, y 's)
+Y, x, x+

T, x, x .
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Let . be a function in L(S1, +T ), 0.1, such that
d+Y, x, x=. d+

T, x, x . For any rational function R with poles outside the
spectrum of T, we have
(YR(T ) x | R(T ) x) =|
2?
0
d+Y, R(T) x, R(T) x(t)
=|
2?
0
|R(eit)| 2 d+Y, x, x(t)
=|
2?
0
|R(eit)| 2 .(eit) d+T, x, x(t)
=|
2?
0
.(eit) d+T, R(T) x, R(T) x(t)
=(+T (.) R(T) x | R(T ) x).
By rational cyclicity of x, we deduce that
(Yy | y)=(+T (.) y | y)
for any y # H, and hence Y=+T (.) because both Y and +

T (.) are positive
operators. It follows that
Re(X)=+T ( f1), where f1=2.&1.
In the same way, we get Im(X )=+T ( f2), where f2 is in L
(S1, +T ), and
finally
X=Re(X)+i Im(X )=+T ( f1+if2).
This proves the surjectivity of the map f  +T ( f ). Note that, if X # C+(T ),
the above proof applied to X (instead of Y), shows the existence of a
positive . in L(S1, +T ) such that X=+

T (.).
Finally, if T is C.N.U., we have ST=Sf (T ) for any inner function
f # H(D) (lemma 1), and hence C+(T)=C+( f (T)). The proof of the
theorem is thus complete. Q.E.D
III.4. The Cone C+(T ) and the Invariant Subspaces Problem for T
Let T be a C.N.U. contraction of class C1 } , and denote by _p(T ) its pure
point spectrum. In this section, we shall associate to any non-zero element
X in C+(T) such that _p(T ){< a non-trivial invariant subspace for T.
We shall recover this way the invariant subspaces ``of functional type''
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considered by B. Beauzamy (cf. [Beau. 2-4]), but this will also give us a
new kind of invariant subspaces which aren't of functional type.
III.4.1. Remarks on Invariant Subspaces of Functional Type. Let T be a
C.N.U. contraction of class C1 } acting on a separable Hilbert space H, and
assume that T has a cyclic vector x. It turns out that the canonical
extension T of T to the Hilbert completion H of H with respect to the
scalar product
(x | y)= lim
n  +
(T nx | T ny) =(STx | y) (x, y # H)
is a unitary operator in B(H ) (cf. [Beau.-Rom.]). The cyclic vector x for
T is a a fortiori a cyclic vector for T , which determines a spectral measure
+0 on S1. Subspaces of ``functional type'' are defined in [Beau. 2-4] as those
of the form
E=H & Ker( f (T ))
for some function f in L(S1, +0). In fact, this presentation of the notion
of subspace of ``functional type'' is slightly more general than the original
one given in [Beau. 2-4], although it is an easy adaptation of Beauzamy's
ideas to our framework. The next theorem gives an operational meaning to
the notion of invariant subspace of ``functional type'':
Theorem 7. Let T be a contraction in a von Neumann algebra M acting
on a separable Hilbert space H. Assume that T is C.N.U., of class C1 } , and
has a cyclic vector x. Then, The B. Beauzamy's invariant subspaces of func-
tional type for T are exactly the kernels of elements in C+(T ). They are
hyperinvariants.
Proof. As T is unitary, the measure +0 coincide with +T , x, x, , and hence
is equal to +T, x, x because x is in H and T extends T. As x is cyclic for T,
we know that L(S1, +T ) identifies with L
(S1, +T, x, x)=L
(S1, +0).
Moreover, as T is C.N.U., the measure +T, x, x is absolutely continuous with
respect to the Haar measure m on S1, and hence H (S1) injects into
L(S1, +0). Let us write +0=. dm, where the RadonNikodym derivative
. is a positive function in L1(S1, m).
First Step: Existence, for any positive function f # L(S1, +0), of an
element Xf # C+(T) such that ( f (T ) u | &)=(Xu | &) for any u, & # H. Let f
be a positive function in L(S1, +0). There exists a constant C>0 and a
Borel subset B of [0, 2?] with +0(S1&B)=0, such that 0f (eit)C for
any t # B. For any integer n1, the bounded function fn=f/B+1n is
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strictly positive, so that there exists a function hn in H(D) such that
fn=|hn | 2 m-a.e. Set
Xn=hn(T )* SThn(T ) (n1).
We thus define a sequence (Xn)n1 of elements in C+(T ) which satisfies
(Xnx | y)=(ST hn(T) y | hn(T ) y)
=|
2?
0
|hn(eit)| 2 d+T, y, y(t)
=|
2?
0
fn(eit) d+T, y, y(t)
for any y # H, and hence strongly converges to some element Xf # C+(T ).
For any pair (u, &) of points in H, we have
( f (T ) u | &)+
1
n
(T u | &)=\\ f+1n+ (T ) u | &+
=|
2?
0 \ f+
1
n+ (eit) d+T, u, &(t)
=|
2?
0 \ f/B+
1
n+ (eit) d+T, u, &(t)
because S1&B is +0-negligible, and +T, u, & is absolutely continuous with
respect to +0 . We thus get
( f (T ) u | &)+
1
n
(T u | &)=|
2?
0
|hn(eit)|2 d+T, u, &(t)
=(Xnu | &) for any n1,
and hence by letting n  +
( f (T ) u | &)=(Xfu | &) for any u, & # H.
Let us now prove Theorem 7. Note first that E=Ker(X) is invariant by
T for any X # C+(T ). Indeed, we have for any y # E
&- X Ty&2=(T*XTy | y) =(Xy | y) =0,
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and hence - X Ty=0. It follows that XTy=0, and hence Ty # E. This
proves that E is invariant by T (we shall show below that E is in fact
hyperinvariant).
Second Step: Beauzamy's invariant subspaces of functional type are
kernels of elements in C+(T). Let E=H & Ker( f (T )), where f is some
function in L(S1, +0). As we have
Ker( f (T ))=Ker(g(T )),
where g=| f | 2, we may assume w.l.o.g. that f is positive. By the first step,
there exists X=Xf in C+(T ) such that
( f (T ) u | &)=(Xu | &) for any u, & # H.
Let us show that E=Ker(X ). If u # E, we have (Xu | &) =0 for any & # H,
and hence u # Ker(X ). Conversely, if u # Ker(X ), we have ( f (T ) u | &)=0
for any & # H, and hence f (T ) u=0, because H is dense in H . This proves
that E=Ker(X ).
Third Step: Kernels of elements C+(T ) are Beauzamy's invariant sub-
spaces of functional type. Let X be in C+(T). We know by Theorem 6
that there exists a positive function f in L(S1, +T ) such that X=+

T ( f ).
On the other hand, we know by Step 1 that there exists Xf # C+(T ) such
that
|
2?
0
f (eit) d+T, u, &(t)=( f (T ) u | &)=(Xfu | &) for any u, & # H.
As we have
(Xu | &)=(+T ( f ) u | &) =|
2?
0
f (eit) d+T, u, &(t) for any u, & # H,
we get X=Xf , and hence Ker(X )=Ker(Xf )=H & Ker( f (T )) by step 2.
Fourth Step: Beauzamy's invariant subspaces of functional type are in
fact hyperinvariant. Let X be in C+(T ) and R # B(H ) be an element in the
commutant of T. By step 1, there exists a sequence (hn)n1 of functions in
H(D) such that
X=strong lim
n  +
hn(T )* SThn(T),
and hence
R*XR=strong lim
n  +
hn(T )* R*STRhn(T).
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From the relation R*T*nT nR=T*nR*RT n&R&2T*nT n, we deduce that
R*STR&R&2 ST ,
and hence
R*XR=strong lim
n  +
hn(T )* R*STRhn(T )
&R&2 strong lim
n  +
hn(T )* ST hn(T)
=&R&2 X.
Consequently, we have (XRy | Ry) =(R*XRy | y) =0 for any y in
Ker(X), and hence XRy=0 (use the positivity of X ). We thus have
Ry # Ker(X) for any y in Ker(X ), and Ker(X ) is hyperinvariant. Q.E.D
Remark. The relation R*XR&R&2 X, which holds for any X in
C+(T) and any R in the commutant of T, is of independent interest. It
could be useful for other purposes.
III.4.2. A New Kind of Invariant Subspaces. The next theorem shows
the relations between the cone C+(T ) and the invariant subspaces problem
for T
Theorem 8. Let T be a contraction of class C1 } in a von Neumann
algebra M acting on a separable Hilbert space H. Assume (as usually in the
invariant subspaces problem) that T has dense range, is C.N.U., and has a
cyclic vector x.
If there exists a non-zero element X in C+(T) whose pure point spectrum
is non-empty, then T has a non-trivial invariant subspace.
More precisely, we have the following alternative:
(1) either Ker(X){[0], and E=Ker(X) is an hyperinvariant sub-
space of functional type for T;
(2) either X is invertible, and T is conjugate to a unitary in M, so that
it has many invariant subspaces by spectral theory;
(3) either Ker(X)=[0] and X is non-invertible. In this case, for any
non-zero eigenvalue : of X and any non-zero vector ! in H such that X!=:!,
the closed vector subspace
E:, !=span [T n! | n0]
of H is a non-trivial invariant subspace for T. Moreover the restriction of T
to E:, ! is conjugate to an isometry: there exists indeed an invertible operator
A in B(E:, !) satisfying &A& } &A&1&- :&1 &X&, such that A(T | E:, !) A&1
is an isometry.
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Proof. Let X be a non-zero element in C+(T ) whose pure point spec-
trum is non-empty. We have to distinguish three disjoint cases:
First case: Ker(X){[0]. In this case, we know by Theorem 7 that
E=Ker(X ) is a non-trivial hyperinvariant subspace for T, which is of func-
tional type.
Second case: X is invertible. As T has dense range, it follows from
Proposition 8 that T=X &12UT, X X12 where UT, X is a unitary element in
M.
Third case: Ker(X )=[0], but X is non-invertible. In this case, the
operator X has by hypothesis a non-zero eigenvalue :. Let ! be a non-zero
vector in H such that X!=:!, and set
E=span [T n! | n0].
It is clear that E is a non-zero invariant subspace for T. To see that E{H,
we shall prove that we have, for any y # E,
&y&
1
- :
&- X y&. (1)
As X is assumed to be non-invertible, this will indeed imply that E{H. To
prove (1), note first that the two positive measure +X, !, ! and :+T, !, ! co@ n-
cide, because we have (Kr, t(T, X ) ! | !) =:(Kr, t(T ) ! | !) for any r
(0r<1) and 0t2?. Indeed, we have
(Kr, t(T, X) ! | !) =(X(I&re
&itT )&1 ! | !)+( (I&reitT*)&1 X! | !)
&(X! | !)
=( (I&re&itT)&1 ! | X!)+:( (I&reitT*)&1 ! | !)
&:(! | !)
=:([(I&re&itT )&1+(I&reitT*)&1&I] ! | !)
=:(Kr, t(T ) ! | !)
It follows that we have, for any positive polynomial P,
&P(T) !&2|
2?
0
|P(eit)| 2 d+T, !, !(t)
=
1
: |
2?
0
|P(eit)| 2 d+X, !, !(t)
=
1
:
&- X P(T ) !&2,
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and hence &y&1- : &- X y& for any y # E. To achieves the proof of the
theorem, it remains to show the existence of an invertible operator A in
B(E ) satisfying &A& } &A&1&1- :, and such that A(T | E) A&1 is an
isometry. To this end, consider the new norm [[ } ]] on E defined by
[[ y]]=&- X y& ( y # E).
There exists a positive bounded operator A in E such that
[[ y]]2=(A2 y | y) for any y # E. We clearly have &A&- &X&.
Moreover, it follows from (1) that A is invertible in B(E ) and satisfies
&A&1&1- :. Henceforth, we have
&A& &A&1&- :&1 &X&.
Finally, we have for any y in E
&ATA&1y&2=[[TA&1y]]2=&- X TA&1y&2
=&- X A&1y&2 (because T*XT=X )
=[[A&1y]]2=(A2A&1y | A&1y) =&y&2,
and hence A(T | E) A&1 is an isometry. Q.E.D
Remark 1. For the contraction T considered in III.1.2, we know that
!=en (where we assume for instance n<0) is an eigenstate of X=ST ,
associated with the non-zero eigenvalue :=4&2|n|. Here, the invariant
subspace E:, ! is spanned by the ek 's with kn, and hence is not invariant
by T &1. This proves that E:, ! is not hyperinvariant, and hence cannot be
of functional type.
Remark 2. The same proof as above shows that the existence of a non-
zero positive operator X in H satisfying Ker(X){[0] and T*XTX suf-
fices to insure the existence of a non-trivial invariant subspace for T.
Remark 3. It is very easy to prove, with the help of the asymptotic
functional calculus, that there exists, for any C.N.U. contraction T in a
Hilbert space such that ST {0 (and a fortiori for any C1 } -contraction), an
integer N0=N0(T)1 such that T N has no cyclic vector for any NN0
(see [Na.-Foi. 2] and [Beau. 2]). A more complete result about the multi-
plicity of any powers of T has been obtained by A. Atzmon (cf. [Atz. 2]).
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